Read a tourist's blog about a visit to Barcelona.
Then tick off the correct answers.
Last weekend my best friend and I took a trip to Barcelona. We had the most
fantastic time! Although a weekend isn't long enough to spend in this amazing city,
we managed to do a lot. The first thing we did was visit the famous Sagrada Familia,
one of the best known works of Antoni Gaudí. Although we didn't have much money
(we are students!), we paid extra to get the audio guide – it's worth it, as it teaches
you a lot about Gaudí. After that we went to another work of Gaudí's – the Park
Güell.
It was crowded by that time, so it wasn't very relaxing but we did get really good
photos of the area. Because the park is built on top of a hill, there are wonderful
views of the city below. Best of all, this park is free!
We also enjoyed walking around the market of La Boqueria, where we bought fresh
fruit, vegetables and meat. It's just next to La Rambla and the old town, so we went
for a walk there too.
We got lost – but it was a lot of fun! We also went to Barceloneta Beach, but as it was
a windy winter's day, I didn't go into the sea for a swim. I couldn't believe there were
people swimming! It's still a beautiful beach to visit, but next time, I'll come in
summer!
Now choose the correct answers:
The writer was in Barcelona ...
-for a weekend
-in the summer
-for too long
-by herself
The writer paid for an audio guide because she ...
-wanted to learn about the city.
-wanted to learn about Gaudi.
-wanted to get the best view
-had a lot of money to spend
The park wasn’t relaxing because…
-it was at the top of a hill.
-there weren’t many people there.
-it was a windy day.
-there were lots of people there.
The writer couldn’t believe that…
-the park was free.
-the market was near La Rambia.
-people were swimming in winter.
-the beach was beautiful.

